Welcome

- Welcome speech by the UIC Director General – Jean-Pierre Loubinoux
- Opening remarks by Vincent Maumy – Director Asset Management – SNCF
Session 1 — 10:00-11:30

From technical performance toward a professional Asset Management
Looking for a greater corporate credibility in our activities
Asset management standards and concepts,
The necessity of evolution

Chairman: Andy Kirwan

- Why do railway infrastructure managers need to introduce Asset Management?
  Dominique Gardin — chairman of the UIC Asset Management working group

- ISO 55000: AM — the needs to be on line with the standards
  Navil Shetty — IAM

- UIC involvement
  Teodor Gradinariu — UIC
  The UIC answer to the railway community

- Long Term Planning of Renewal on High Speed Lines
  Marc Antoni — SNCF-RFF

- Questions & Answers
COFFEE BREAK
11:30-11:45
Session 2 – 11:45-12:30

The implementation of Asset Management Processes
From AM Strategy & Planning through Route Strategies to Execution of the Work
How Asset Management Processes support the Infrastructure Managers' Performance

Chairman : Vincent Maumy

Case studies:

- Benefit of the application of an Asset Management System
  A. Kirwan – Network Rail
- Asset Management and SNCF Infrastructure challenges
  Pierre Messulam – Strategy Director SNCF
LUNCH BREAK
12:45-14:00
Session 2 – 14:00-16:00

The implementation of Asset Management Processes
From AM Strategy & Planning through Route Strategies to Execution of the Work
How Asset Management Processes support the Infrastructure Managers' Performance

Chairman: Vincent Maumy

• Case studies:
• PIAxe – Industrial planning of a route
  Marc Antoni – SNCF/RFF
• Implementation of an Asset Management System – The SMARTER-M project
  Stéphanie Hammer – Infrabel
• Anticipate and planning maintenance
  Remy JACQUIER – OXAND
• Mobile solutions for effective Asset Management
  Hans Svee - JBV
• Questions & Answers
COFFE BREAK
16:00-16:15
Session 3 – 16:15-17:15
The necessary reviewing mechanisms
How to assess and measure starting points, progress and evolution

Chairman: Navil Shetty

• Effective adoption of asset management – the organisational challenges
  Chris Lloyd – IAM

• Assessment Bodies – Assessment Tools
  Andrew Sharp – IAM

• The Railway Asset Management Maturity Model
  Gian Piero Pavirani – RFI

• Questions & Answers
Social Event
19:00-20:30